
The product adopts tempered glass and high-strength carbon steel with special baking paint. The 
texture is delicate and the appearance is more refined and fashionable.

The two-color dynamic indicator enhances the interactive experience when pedestrians pass by.

High-quality Materials Shape High-performance Products

The passage width can be freely customized between 600mm to 1200mm according to customer 
needs, and di�erent passage widths can be combined. 

The IPX4 protection features waterproof and moisture-proof, making the product fully usable in 
indoor and outdoor scenarios.

The New Design Makes It Flexible for Different Scenarios

The product design life is at least 15 million opening and closing cycles. The integrated brushless DC 
motor and industrial-grade planetary reducer ensure stable operation and keep the noise below 65 
decibels.

Reliable Product Quality

The product has excellent short circuit protection and overload protection performance.

The unique self-developed variable speed transmission mechanism can precisely control the 
movement position of the gate, making the movement of the gate more accurate and stable.

Advanced Circuit Design and Electronic Control Ensure Safety

Hidden optical grating design for exquisite appearance.

64 pairs of detection points can sensitively sense high-speed moving objects to ensure safety, and 
accurately detect the status of pedestrians to prevent illegal intrusion.

The Third Generation of Grating Detection

BRING SMART TO YOUR LIFE

JSTZ 3912

Swing Gates

“ Simple and Elegant Design for Multi-scene Use ”



Switching Speed

≤20 persons/min (normally closed mode)

≤30 persons/min (normally open mode)

≤50 persons/min (high tra�c mode)

Passing Speed

1s - 1.8s
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SpecificationsSpecifications

Model Name

Cabinet Material

Surface Treatment

Gate Material

Gate Height

JSTZ3912

820mm

Spray Painting (Champaign Gold)

SUS201 Stainless Steel + Tempered Glass

Acrylic

Gate Installation Height 216mm

Passage Width

1700mm * 130mm * 980mmProduct Dimensions

600mm / 800mm / 1000mm / 1200mm

BRING SMART TO YOUR LIFE
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Protection Grade IPX4

Lifespan

Communication Interface

Operating Voltage

Input Voltage

Operating Temperature

≥15,000,000 times (opening and closing doors)

-25℃～70℃

DC24V±10%, 50/60Hz

RS485 / RJ45

AC110V/220V±10%, 50/60Hz

Storage Temperature -30℃～75℃

Operating Humidity

≤95%, no condensationStorage Humidity

≤65dBNoise Grade

≤90%, no condensation
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